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1. Barry Seymour, DVRPC Assistant Executive Director for Regional Planning,
chaired the meeting, welcomed the attendees, described the agenda, and provided
for introductions.

2. Michael Merkle, Principal of MCW Enterprises, a developer of market rate rental
projects on infill locations in southern New Jersey, described his experiences in
completing several projects in our region and the difficulties inherent in infill
construction. A recently completed project is the Bishop’s View Apartments, a 200-
unit luxury apartment complex on 9 acres in Cherry Hill.  This project was completed
on a previously-developed property that contained asbestos and spilled oil,
necessitating $500,000 in unanticipated clean-up expenses. Although the site was
initially zoned for institutional and office use, the township supported the necessary
changes to allow a residential development. The project is now leasing for between
$800 - $1,800 per month and there appears to be a strong demand.

Mr. Merkle then described several other projects that presented greater challenges
and controversy. One project, Brook View Apartments in Evesham township, was
proposed in conformance with local zoning at 7.5 units per acre with 60% open
space and a regional contribution for affordable housing, but was denied by the
township based on opposition from adjoining neighbors. Another project in Cherry
Hill in the Colwick neighborhood near the Cherry Hill Mall was also proposed in
conformity with local zoning at 10 units per acre with inclusionary affordable housing
and 50% open space, but was challenged in court by the adjoining neighbors.

Some of the lessons learned from these projects are as follows.
• There is a fear of rental projects, even high-income luxury projects.
• Nevertheless, there is a strong market demand for high-end rental units.
• Where there are adjoining neighbors, expect a NIMBY opposition.
• Most local elected officials will support the local NIMBY groups.
• There are very few available sites with zoning in place to support higher

density or mixed use developments.
• There is a need for regional leadership to identify available sites for

redevelopment and work with the local officials to build support for revised
zoning to support higher density or mixed use projects.

(Over)
9. Richard Bickel, DVRPC Associate Director for Regional Planning, next presented

an overview of the draft Year 2025 Land Use Plan, which had been previously



distributed to the Committee for review. This is the third of five reports in DVRPC’s
current long-range planning effort, and provides a vision, set of policies, and
planning concepts and approaches to achieve the land use vision for the region
through the year 2025.

Following the presentation, a number of excellent comments were received:

• Promoting clustering in new suburban development is one effective way to preserve
open space, but it should be done in the context of the regional plan.

• There should be a regional oversight of how the states purchase open space to
ensure that the purchases are high priority and fit into the regional plan. Many sites
are now purchased in response to a development proposal, when prices are
highest.

• Distinguish between farmland and open space. Farmland should be viewed as
developed, industrial land. Farmland preservation programs have a different
objective than open space acquisition programs.

• A comment was made that taking too much land off the market through either open
space or farmland programs would lead to higher land prices and higher housing
costs. A proposal was made to seek to preserve land as a percentage of new
development, rather than set an acreage target.

• The fear of higher density is pervasive. There is a need for education of local
officials and planning board members on planning principles and techniques.
DVRPC should sponsor such training and advocate for mandatory training.

• The plan should highlight the implications of not changing trends by showing a worst
case scenario. Use graphics to highlight areas of loss and decline.

• Highlight examples of revitalization in the boroughs and cities other than
Philadelphia as well, such as brownfield redevelopment.

• Critical to build positive support for redevelopment and infill in the inner ring
suburbs. Recognize the changing demographics and diverse culture and
demographics of these communities, with need for rentals, senior housing, etc.

• There is a need for capacity building among existing planning and development
organizations, such as the County Redevelopment Authorities, to do more.

• The plan should present Growth “Areas” rather than Growth “Boundaries”.
• The plan should identify indicators to measure progress toward the goals of the plan

over time and set targets to work toward. The 2020 Plan indicators were good, but
would have been stronger if targets were set.

• Can the plan discuss other important issues, such as the need to address crime,
improve school performance and conditions, and confront racial fears and biases?

4. A list of possible phrases to market the 2025 plan and the region was distributed
for consideration, but no consensus was reached (see attached).


